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Abstract— We consider the problem of cache management
in a demand paging scenario with uniform page sizes. We
propose a new cache management policy, namely, Adaptive
Replacement Cache (ARC), that has several advantages.
In response to evolving and changing access patterns, ARC
dynamically, adaptively, and continually balances between the
recency and frequency components in an online and selftuning fashion. The policy ARC uses a learning rule to
adaptively and continually revise its assumptions about the
workload.
The policy ARC is empirically universal, that is, it empirically performs as well as a certain fixed replacement policy–
even when the latter uses the best workload-specific tuning
parameter that was selected in an offline fashion. Consequently, ARC works uniformly well across varied workloads
and cache sizes without any need for workload specific a
priori knowledge or tuning. Various policies such as LRU-2,
2Q, LRFU, and LIRS require user-defined parameters, and,
unfortunately, no single choice works uniformly well across
different workloads and cache sizes.
The policy ARC is simple-to-implement and, like LRU,
has constant complexity per request. In comparison, policies
LRU-2 and LRFU both require logarithmic time complexity
in the cache size.
The policy ARC is scan-resistant: it allows one-time sequential
 requests to pass through without polluting the cache.
real-life traces drawn from numerous domains, ARC
On
leads to substantial performance gains over LRU for a wide
range of cache sizes. For example, for a SPC1 like synthetic
benchmark, at 4GB cache, LRU delivers
a hit ratio of 

while ARC achieves a hit ratio of
.

I. I NTRODUCTION
“We are therefore forced to recognize the possibility of constructing a hierarchy of memories, each of which has greater capacity
than the preceding but which is less quickly
accessible.”
A. W. Burks, H. H. Goldstine, J. von Neumann,
in Preliminary Discussion of the Logical Design of
Electronic Computing Instrument, Part I, Vol. I, Report
prepared for U.S. Army Ord. Dept., 28 June 1946.
A. The Problem
Caching is one of the oldest and most fundamental metaphor in modern computing. It is widely used
in storage systems (for example, IBM ESS or EMC
Symmetrix), databases [1], web servers [2], middleware
[3], processors [4], file systems [5], disk drives [6],
RAID controllers [7], operating systems [8], and in
varied and numerous other applications such as data

compression [9] and list updating [10]. Any substantial
progress in caching algorithms will affect the entire
modern computational stack.
Consider a system consisting of two memory levels:
main (or cache) and auxiliary. The cache is assumed
to be significantly faster than the auxiliary memory,
but is also significantly more expensive. Hence, the
size of the cache memory is usually only a fraction
of the size of the auxiliary memory. Both memories are
managed in units of uniformly sized items known as
pages. We assume that the cache receives a continuous
stream of requests for pages. We assume a demand
paging scenario where a page of memory is paged
in the cache from the auxiliary memory only when a
request is made for the page and the page is not already
present in the cache. In particular, demand paging rules
out pre-fetching. For a full cache, before a new page
can be brought in one of the existing pages must be
paged out. The victim page is selected using a cache
replacement policy. Under demand paging model, the
replacement policy is the only algorithm of interest. The
most important metric for a cache replacement policy
is its hit rate–the fraction of pages that can be served
from the main memory. The miss rate is the fraction
of pages that must be paged into the cache from the
auxiliary memory. Another important metric for a cache
replacement policy is its overhead which should be low.
The problem of cache management is to design a
replacement policy that maximizes the hit rate measured
over a very long trace subject to the important practical
constraints of minimizing the computational and space
overhead involved in implementing the policy.
B. Our Contributions
One of the main themes of this paper is to design a replacement policy with a high hit ratio while
paying conscientious attention to its implementation
complexity. Another equally important theme of this
paper is that real-life workloads possess a great deal of
richness and variation, and do not admit a one-size-fitsall characterization. They may contain long sequential
I/Os or moving hot spots. The frequency and scale of
temporal locality may also change with time. They may
fluctuate between stable, repeating access patterns and
access patterns with transient clustered references. No
static, a priori fixed replacement policy will work well

over such access patterns. We seek a cache replacement
policy that will adapt in an on-line, on-the-fly fashion
to such dynamically evolving workloads.
We propose a new cache replacement policy, namely,
Adaptive Replacement Cache (ARC). The basic idea
behind ARC is to maintain two LRU lists of pages. One
list, say  , contains pages that have been seen only
once “recently”, while the other list, say  , contains
pages that have been seen at least twice “recently”. The
items that have been seen twice within a short time
have a low inter-arrival rate, and, hence, are thought
as
of as “high-frequency”. Hence, we think of
capturing “recency” while  as capturing “frequency”.
We endeavor to keep these two lists to roughly the same
size, namely, the cache size  . Together the two lists
remember exactly twice the number of pages that would
fit in the cache. In other words, ARC maintains a cache
directory that remembers twice as many pages as in the
cache memory. At any time, ARC chooses a variable
and from
number of most recent pages to keep from
 . The precise number of pages drawn from the list
is a tunable parameter that is adaptively and continually
tuned. Let FRC denote a fixed replacement policy that
attempts to keep the  most recent pages in
and
 most recent pages in  in cache at all times. At
any given time, the policy ARC behaves like FRC for
some fixed  . However, ARC may behave like FRC at
  , at some other time. The
one time and like FRC  , 
key new idea is to adaptively–in response to an evolving
workload–decide how many top pages from each list to
maintain in the cache at any given time. We achieve
such on-line, on-the-fly adaptation by using a learning
rule that allows ARC to track a workload quickly
and effectively. The effect of the learning rule is to
induce a “random walk” on the parameter  . Intuitively,
by learning from the recent past, ARC attempts to
keep those pages in the cache that have the greatest
likelihood of being used in the near future. It acts as
a filter to detect and track temporal locality. If during
some part of the workload, recency (resp. frequency)
becomes important, then ARC will detect the change,
and configure itself to exploit the opportunity. We think
of ARC as dynamically, adaptively, and continually
balancing between recency and frequency–in an online
and self-tuning fashion–in response to evolving and
possibly changing access patterns.
We empirically demonstrate that ARC works as well
as the policy FRC that assigns a fixed portion of the
cache to recent pages and the remaining fixed portion
to frequent pages–even when the latter uses the best
fixed, offline workload and cache size dependent choice
for the parameter  . In this sense, ARC is empirically
universal . Surprisingly, ARC–which is completely
online–delivers performance comparable to LRU-2, 2Q,

LRFU, and LIRS–even when these policies use the
best tuning parameters that were selected in an offline
fashion. The policy ARC also compares favorably to an
online adaptive policy MQ.
To implement ARC, we need two LRU lists. Hence,
ARC is no more difficult to implement than LRU, has
constant-time complexity per request, and requires only
marginally higher space overhead over LRU. In a reallife implementation, we found that the space overhead
of ARC was "!$# of the cache size. We say that ARC
is low overhead. In contrast, LRU-2 and LRFU require
logarithmic time complexity per request. As a result,
in all our simulations, LRU-2 was a factor of % slower
than ARC and LRU, while LRFU can be as much as a
factor of !" slower than ARC and LRU.
The policy ARC is scan-resistant, that is, it allows
one-time-only sequential read requests to pass through
the cache without flushing pages that have temporal
locality. By the same argument, it effectively handles
long periods of low temporal locality.
Finally, on a large number of real life workloads
drawn from CODASYL, 14 workstation disk drives, a

commercial ERP system, a SPC1 like synthetic benchmark, as well as web search requests, we demonstrate
that ARC substantially outperforms LRU. As anecdotal
evidence, for a workstation disk drive workload, at
16MB cache, LRU delivers a hit ratio of &' %"&(# while
ARC achieves a hit ratio of %")* +,%,# , and, for a SPC1
like benchmark, at 4GB cache, LRU delivers a hit ratio
of -/.0-(# while ARC achieves a hit ratio of %$# .
C. A Brief Outline of the Paper
In Section II, we briefly review relevant work and
provide a context for ARC. In Section III, we introduce
a class of replacement policies and show that this class
contains LRU as a special case. In Section IV, we
introduce the policy ARC. In Section V, we present
experimental results on several workloads. Finally, in
Section VI, we present conclusions.
II. P RIOR W ORK : A B RIEF R EVIEW
A. Offline Optimal
For an a priori known page reference stream, Belady’s MIN that replaces the page that has the greatest
forward distance is known to be optimal in terms of the
hit ratio [12], [13]. The policy MIN provides an upper
bound on the achievable hit ratio by any on-line policy.
B. Recency
The policy LRU always replaces the least recently
used page [13]. It dates back at least to 1965 [14],
and may in fact be older. Various approximations
and improvements to LRU abound, see, for example,
enhanced clock algorithm [15]. It is known that if

the workload or the request stream is drawn from a
LRU Stack Depth Distribution (SDD), then LRU is the
optimal policy [16]. LRU has several advantages, for
example, it is simple to implement and responds well
to changes in the underlying SDD model. However,
while the SDD model captures “recency”, it does not
capture “frequency”. To quote from [16, p. 282]: “The
significance of this is, in the long run, that each page
is equally likely to be referenced and that therefore
the model is useful for treating the clustering effect of
locality but not the nonuniform page referencing.”
C. Frequency
The Independent Reference Model (IRM) provides a
workload characterization that captures the notion of
frequency. Specifically, IRM assumes that each page
reference is drawn in an independent fashion from
a fixed distribution over the set of all pages in the
auxiliary memory. Under the IRM model, policy LFU
that replaces the least frequently used page is known
to be optimal [16], [17]. The LFU policy has several drawbacks: it requires logarithmic implementation
complexity in cache size, pays almost no attention to
recent history, and does not adapt well to changing
access patterns since it accumulates stale pages with
high frequency counts that may no longer be useful.
A relatively recent algorithm LRU-2 [18], [19] approximates LFU while eliminating its lack of adaptivity
to the evolving distribution of page reference frequencies. This was a significant practical step forward. The
basic idea is to remember, for each page, the last
two times when it was requested, and to replace the
page with the least recent penultimate reference. Under
the IRM assumption, it is known that LRU-2 has the
largest expected hit ratio of any on-line algorithm that
knows at most two most recent references to each page
[19]. The algorithm has been shown to work well on
several traces [18], [20]. Nonetheless, LRU-2 still has
two practical limitations [20]: (i) it needs to maintain
a priority queue, and, hence, it requires logarithmic
implementation complexity and (ii) it contains at one
crucial tunable parameter, namely, Correlated Information Period (CIP), that roughly captures the amount of
time a page that has only been seen once recently should
be kept in the cache.
In practice, logarithmic implementation complexity
is a severe overhead, see, Table I. This limitation was
mitigated in 2Q [20] which reduces the implementation
complexity to constant per request. The algorithm 2Q
uses a simple LRU list instead of the priority queue
used in LRU-2; otherwise, it is similar to LRU-2. Policy
ARC has a computational overhead similar to 2Q and
both are better than LRU-2, see, Table I.
Table II shows that the choice of the parameter CIP
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TABLE I. A comparison of computational overhead of various
cache algorithms on a trace P9 that was collected from a
workstation running Windows NT by using Vtrace which
captures disk requests. For more details of the trace, see
Section V-A. The cache size : represents number of ;" byte
pages. To obtain the numbers reported above, we assumed
that a miss costs nothing more than a hit. This focuses the
attention entirely on the “book-keeping” overhead of the cache
algorithms. All timing numbers are in seconds, and were
obtained by using the “clock()” subroutine in “time.h” of
the GNU C compiler. It can be seen that the computational
overhead of ARC and 2Q is essentially the same as that of
LRU. It can also be seen that LRU-2 has roughly double
the overhead of LRU, and that LRFU can have very large
overhead when compared to LRU. The same general results
hold for all the traces that we examined.

crucially affects performance of LRU-2. It can be seen
that no single fixed a priori choice works uniformly well
across across various cache sizes, and, hence, judicious
selection of this parameter is crucial to achieving good
performance. Furthermore, we have found that no single
a priori choice works uniformly well across across
various workloads and cache sizes that we examined.
For example, a very small value for the CIP parameters
work well for stable workloads drawn according to the
IRM, while a larger value works well for workloads
drawn according to the SDD. Indeed, it has been
previously noted [20] that “it was difficult to model the
tunables of the algorithm exactly.” This underscores the
need for on-line, on-the-fly adaptation.
Unfortunately, the second limitation of LRU-2 persists even in 2Q. The authors introduce two parameters
(<>=@? and <>ACBED ) and note that “Fixing these parameters
is potentially a tuning question  ” [20]. The parameter
<F=G? is essentially the same as the parameter CIP
in LRU-2. Once again, it has been noted [21] that
“<F=G? and <>ACBED are predetermined parameters in 2Q,
which need to be carefully tuned, and are sensitive to
types of workloads.” Due to space limitation, we have
shown Table II only for LRU-2, however, we have
observed similar dependence of 2Q on the workload

CIP HJI
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0.01
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0.05
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6.47
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7.28

7.15
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13.46

11.45

9.92

9.50

9.03
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25.79

25.66

25.12

23.64

21.33

18.26

15.82
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14.58
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39.58

38.88

38.31

37.46

35.15

32.21

30.39

29.79

29.36

262144

53.43

53.04

52.99

52.09

51.73

49.42

48.73

49.20

49.11

524288

63.15

63.14

62.94

62.98

62.00

60.75

60.40

60.57

60.82

TABLE II. Hit ratios (in percentages) achieved by the algorithm LRU-2 on a trace P12 for various values of the tunable parameter

CIP and various cache sizes. The trace P12 was collected from a workstation running Windows NT by using Vtrace which
captures disk requests, for details of the trace, see Section V-A. The cache size : represents number of ;" byte pages.

and the cache size. After theoretically analyzing how
to set parameter <KACB'D , [20] concluded that “Since this
formula requires an a priori estimate of the miss rate,
it is of little use in practical tuning.” They suggested
<>ACBED  L!" “is almost always a good choice”.
Another recent algorithm is Low Inter-reference Recency Set (LIRS) [21]. The algorithm maintains a
variable size LRU stack whose LRU page is the MON/PRQ -th
page that has been seen at least twice recently, where
SMON/PRQ is a parameter. From all the pages in the stack,
the algorithm keeps all the MON/PRQ pages that have been
seen at least twice recently in the cache as well as
T N/PRQ pages that have been seen only once recently.
The parameter T NOPJQ is similar to CIP of LRU-2 or
<F=G? of 2Q. The authors suggest setting UT N/PRQ to .C#
of the cache size. This choice will work well for stable
workloads drawn according to the IRM, but not for those
LRU-friendly workloads drawn according to the SDD.
Just as CIP affects LRU-2 and <>=@? affects 2Q, we
have found that the parameter UT NOPJQ crucially affects
LIRS. A further limitation of LIRS is that it requires a
certain “stack pruning” operation that in the worst case
may have to touch a very large number of pages in the
cache. This implies that overhead of LIRS is constanttime in the expected sense, and not in the worst case as
for LRU. Finally, the LIRS stack may grow arbitrarily
large, and, hence, it needs to be a priori limited.
Our idea of separating items that have been only seen
once recently from those that have been seen at least
twice recently is related to similar ideas in LRU-2, 2Q,
and LIRS. However, the precise structure of our lists
and  and the self-tuning, adaptive nature of our
algorithm have no analogue in these papers.
D. Recency and Frequency
Over last few years, interest has focussed on combining recency and frequency. Several papers have at-

tempted to bridge the gap between LRU and LFU by
combining recency and frequency in various ways. We
shall mention two heuristic algorithms in this direction.
Frequency-based replacement (FBR) policy [22]
maintains a LRU list, but divides it into three sections:
new, middle, and old. For every page in cache, a counter
is also maintained. On a cache hit, the hit page is moved
to the MRU position in the new section; moreover, if the
hit page was in the middle or the old section, then its
reference count is incremented. The key idea known as
factoring out locality was that if the hit page was in the
new section then the reference count is not incremented.
On a cache miss, the page in the old section with the
smallest reference count is replaced. A limitation of the
algorithm is that to prevent cache pollution due to stale
pages with high reference count but no recent usage
the algorithm must periodically resize (rescale) all the
reference counts. The algorithm also has several tunable
parameters, namely, the sizes of all three sections, and
some other parameters VUWYXZ and [\WYX]Z that control
periodic resizing. Once again, much like in LRU-2 and
2Q, different values of the tunable parameters may be
suitable for different workloads or for different cache
sizes. The historical importance of FBR stems from the
fact it was one of the earliest papers to combine recency
and frequency. It has been shown that performance of
FBR is similar to that of LRU-2, 2Q, and LRFU [23].
Recently, a class of policies, namely, Least Recently/Frequently Used (LRFU), that subsume LRU and
LFU was studied [23]. Initially, assign a value V_^a`cb  
to every page ` , and, at every time D , update as:
d

V_^a`cb 

.ef%hgci,V_^j`Eb
%(gci$V_^a`cb

if ` is referenced at time D ;
otherwise,

where k is a tunable parameter. With hindsight, we can
easily recognize the update rule as a form of exponential

smoothing that is widely used in statistics. The LRFU
policy is to replace the page with the smallest V_^j`Eb
value. Intuitively, as k approaches  , the V value
is simply the number of occurrences of page ` and
LRFU collapses to LFU. As k approaches . , due to
the exponential decay, the V value emphasizes recency
and LRFU collapses to LRU. The performance of the
algorithm depends crucially on the choice of k , see [23,
Figure 7]. A later adaptive version, namely, Adaptive
LRFU (ALRFU) dynamically adjusts the parameter k
[24]. Still, LRFU has two fundamental limitations that
hinder its use in practice: (i) LRFU and ALRFU both
require an additional tunable parameter for controlling
correlated references. The choice of this parameter
matters, see [23, Figure 8]. (ii) The implementation
complexity of LRFU fluctuates between constant per request to logarithmic in cache size per request. However,
due to multiplications and exponentiations, its practical
complexity is significantly higher than that of even
LRU-2, see, Table I. It can be seen that, for small values
of k , LRFU can be as much as !" times slower than
LRU and ARC. Such overhead can potentially wipe out
the entire benefit of a higher hit ratio.
E. Temporal Distance Distribution
Recently, [25] studied a multi-queue replacement
policy MQ. The idea is to use l (typically, l  + )
LRU queues: monp0pRmqW
, where moN contains pages
g
N
that have been seen at least % times but no more than
N/r
%
. times recently. The algorithm also maintains a
history buffer mts4u v . On a page hit, the page frequency
is incremented, the page is placed at the MRU position
of the appropriate queue, and its w0`,*=Gxyw z{=@l|w is set
to BExCxyw ?}D~z{=@l|wtea=cw z{=@l|w , where a=~cw z{=@l|w is a
tunable parameter. On each access, w0`,*=Gxyw z{=Glw for the
LRU page in each queue is checked, and if it is less than
BExCxyw ?}D~z{=@l|w , then the page is moved to the MRU
position of the next lower queue. The optimal values
of a=~cw z{=@l|w and the length of mtsu v depend upon the
workload and the cache size.
The algorithm MQ is designed for storage controllers.
Due to up-stream caches, two consecutive accesses to a
single page have a relatively long temporal distance. The
algorithm assumes that the temporal distance possesses
a “hill” shape. In this setting, the recommended value of
the a=cw zY=Glw parameter is the peak temporal distance,
and can be dynamically estimated for each workload.
The algorithm ARC makes no such stringent assumption about the shape of the temporal distance distribution, and, hence, is likely to be robust under a wider
range of workloads. Also, MQ will adjust to workload
evolution when a measurable change in peak temporal
distance can be detected, whereas ARC will track an
evolving workload nimbly since it adapts continually.

While MQ has constant-time overhead, it still needs to
check time stamps of LRU pages for l queues on every
request, and, hence, has a higher overhead than LRU,
ARC, and 2Q. For example, in the context of Table I,
with l  + , the overhead ranged from ), to !"& seconds
for various cache sizes.
F. Caching using Multiple Experts
Recently, [26] proposed a master-policy that simulates a number of caching policies (in particular, .C% policies) and, at any given time, adaptively and dynamically
chooses one of the competing policies as the “winner”
and switches to the winner. As they have noted, “rather
than develop a new caching policy”, they select the
best policy amongst various competing policies. Since,
ARC (or any of the other policies discussed above)
can be used as one of the competing policies, the
two approaches are entirely complementary. From a
practical standpoint, a limitation of the master-policy is
that it must simulate all competing policies, and, hence,
requires high space and time overhead. Recently, [27]
applied above ideas to distributed caching.
G. Ghost Caches
In this paper, we will maintain a larger cache directory than that is needed to support the underlying
cache. Such directories are known as a shadow cache
or as a ghost cache. Previously, ghost caches have been
employed in a number of cache replacement algorithms
such as 2Q, MQ, LRU-2, ALRFU, and LIRS to remember recently evicted cache pages. Most recently, while
studying how to make a storage array’s cache more
exclusive of the client caches, [28] used ghost caches to
simulate two LRU lists: one for disk-read blocks and the
other for client-demoted blocks. The hits rates on the
ghost LRU lists were then used to adaptively determine
the suitable insertion points for each type of data in a
LRU list.
H. Summary
In contrast to LRU-2, 2Q, LIRS, FBR, and LRFU
which require offline selection of tunable parameters,
our replacement policy ARC is online and is completely
self-tuning. Most importantly, ARC is empirically universal. The policy ARC maintains no frequency counts,
and, hence, unlike LFU and FBR, it does not suffer from
periodic rescaling requirements. Also, unlike LIRS, the
policy ARC does not require potentially unbounded
space overhead. In contrast to MQ, the policy ARC may
be useful for a wider range of workloads, adapts quickly
to evolving workloads, and has less computational overhead. Finally, ARC, 2Q, LIRS, MQ, and FBR have
constant-time implementation complexity while LFU,
LRU-2, and LRFU have logarithmic implementation
complexity.

III. A C LASS OF R EPLACEMENT P OLICIES
Let  denote the cache size in number of pages. For a
cache replacement policy  , we will write S^jb when we
want to emphasize the number of pages being managed
by the policy.
We will first introduce a policy DBL ^@%"b that will
manage and remember twice the number of pages
present in the cache. With respect to the policy DBL,
we introduce a new class of cache replacement policies

^b .
A. Double Cache and a Replacement Policy
Suppose we have a cache that can hold % pages. We
now describe a cache replacement policy U^%b to
manage such a cache. We will use this construct to motivate the development of an adaptive cache replacement
policy for a cache of size  .
The cache replacement policy U^%b maintains
and  , the first containing
two variable-sized lists
pages that have been seen only once recently and
the second containing pages that have been seen at
least twice recently. Precisely, a page is in
if has
been requested exactly once since the last time it was
removed from *  , or if it was requested only once
and was never removed from   . Similarly, a page
is in  if it has been requested more than once since the
last time it was removed from   , or was requested
more than once and was never removed from   .
The replacement policy is:
Replace the LRU page in Y , if  contains
exactly  pages; otherwise, replace the LRU
page in  .
The replacement policy attempts to equalize the sizes of
two lists. We exhibit a complete algorithm that captures
DBL in Figure 1 and pictorially illustrate its structure
in Figure 2. The sizes of the two lists can fluctuate,
but the algorithm ensures that following invariants will
always hold:


0e ,h%""p

B. A New Class of Policies

S

:

I NPUT: The request stream E¡J¢~£¢JJJJ¢~h¤¢JRJ .
I NITIALIZATION : Set ¥0¡¦
, J¥ £S¦
, §S¡¦©¨ and §£S¦ª¨ .
For every «¬ª and any ¤ , one and only one of the following
two cases must occur.
Case I: h¤ is in §¡ or §£ .
A cache hit has occurred. Make ¤ the MRU page
in §®£ .
Case II: h¤ is neither in §S¡ nor in §®£ .
A cache miss has occurred. Now, one and only one
of the two cases must occur.
Case A: §¡ has exactly : pages.
Delete the LRU page in §S¡ to make room
for the new page, and make ¤ the MRU
page in §S¡ .
Case B: §S¡ has less than : pages.
¯ ¯(°
1) If
¯ the
¯ cache is full, that is, §S¡
§®£ ¦
: , then delete the LRU page
in §®£ to make room for the new page.
2) Insert h¤ as the MRU page in §S¡ .
Fig. 1. Algorithm for the cache replacement policy DBL that

manages : pages in cache.
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We now propose a new class of policies ^jb . Intuitively, the proposed class will contain demand paging
policies that track all % items that would have been in a
cache of size %" managed by DBL, but physically keep
only (at most)  of those in the cache at any given time.
Let
and  be the lists associated with DBL ^@%"b .

Let ^jb denote a class of demand paging cache replacement policies such that for every policy S^jb>

into a
^b there exists a dynamic partition of list
top portion z\ and a bottom portion  and a dynamic
partition of list  into a top portion z\  and a bottom
portion   such that



³

´µ ¶



Fig. 2. General structure of the cache replacement policy
DBL. The cache is partitioned into two LRU lists: §¡ and
§®£ . The former contains pages that have been seen only once
“recently” while the latter contains pages that have been seen
at least twice “recently”. Visually, the list §£ is inverted when
compared to §S¡ . This allows us to think of the more recent
items in both the lists as closer in the above diagram. The
replacement policy deletes the LRU page in §¡ , if §¡ contains
exactly : pages; otherwise, it replaces the LRU page in §£ .
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 General  structure of a generic cache replacement
policy Ö :Ø×©Ù : . The lists §S¡ and §£ are exactly as in
Figure 2. The list §S¡ is partitioned into a top portion Ú¡ Û and
a bottom portion ÜÝ¡Û . Similarly, the list §£ is partitioned into

a top portion Ú£ Û and a bottom portion ÜÝ£ Û . The policy Ö :
Û Þ Ú£ Û in cache.
maintains pages in Ú¡t
Fig. 3.

A.1

  are disjoint and, also, the
The lists z\ and 
lists z\  and   are disjoint, and


z     and  

z  

  

If   ,ßà , then both   and    are
empty.
A.3 If   ,áº , then, together, zÝ and z\ 
contain exactly  pages.
A.4 Either z\ (resp. z\  ) or  (resp. t  ) is
empty, or the LRU page in zÝ (resp. z\  ) is
more recent than the MRU page in  (resp.
   ).
A.5 For all traces and at each time, zÝ  z\ 
will contain exactly those pages that would be
maintained in cache by the policy S^jb .
The generic structure of the policy  is depicted in
Figure 3. It follows from Conditions A.1 and A.5 that
the pages contained in a cache of size  managed by
S^j0b will always be a subset of the pages managed by

U^@%"b . Since any policy in ^jb must track all pages
that would have been in DBL ^@%"b , it would require
essentially double the space overhead of LRU.
A.2

Remark III.1 Condition A.4 implies that if a page in
(resp.  ) is kept, then all pages in
(resp.  )
that are more recent than it must all be kept in the
cache. Hence, the policy S^b can be thought of as
“skimming the top (or most recent) few pages” in
and  . Suppose that we are managing a cache with

S^j0b>
^b , and also let us suppose that the cache
is full, that is,  zÝ  z\     , then, it follows from
Condition A.4 that, from now on, for any trace, on a
cache miss, only two actions are available to the policy
S^j0b : (i) replace the LRU page in zÝ or (ii) replace the
LRU page in z\  .

We now show that the policy LRU ^jb is contained

in the class ^jb . In particular, we show that the most
recent  pages will always be contained in DBL ^%b .
To see this fact observe that DBL ^@%"b deletes either the
LRU item in
or the LRU item in  . In the first
must contain exactly  items (see case II(A) in
case,
Figure 1). In the second case,  must contain at least
 items (see case II(B)(1) in Figure 1). Hence, DBL
never deletes any of the most recently seen  pages and
always contains all pages contained in a LRU cache
with  items. It now follows that there must exist a
and  into lists zØâã"ä ,
dynamic partition of lists
åâRãyä , zØ âRãyä , and å âRãyä , such that the conditions A.1–
A.5 hold. Hence, the policy LRU ^jb is contained in the

class ^jb as claimed.
Conversely, if we consider DBL ^%æçb for some positive integer ]æß , then the most recent  pages need
not always be in DBL ^%"æçb . For example, consider the
trace .,pR%hp0]pRyp.pJ%hp0]p"p0p.pR%ppyp0 . For this
trace, hit ratio of LRU ^b approaches . as size of the
trace increases, but hit ratio of DBL ^%"0æçb , for any ]æß ,
is zero. The above remarks shed light on choice of %"
as the size of the cache directory DBL.
IV. A DAPTIVE R EPLACEMENT C ACHE
A. Fixed Replacement Cache
We now describe a fixed replacement cache,

FRC ^jb , in the class ^jb , where  is a tunable
parameter  , èéêë . The policy FRC^b will
satisfy conditions A.1–A.5. For brevity, let us write
z Jì îíïzØð ã ñòyó/ôGõ , z} ì íêzØ ð ã ñòCóçôGõ ,  ì îíêåð ã ñòyó/ôGõ ,
and Ý ì oí  ð ãCñòyó/ôGõ .
The crucial additional condition that FRC^jb satisfies is that it will attempt to keep exactly  pages in
the list z ì  and exactly Ø pages in the list z ì  .
In other words, the policy FRC^b attempts to keep
and
exactly  top (most recent) pages from the list
ÝK top (most recent) pages from the list  in the
cache. Intuitively, the parameter  is the target size for

the list z ì  . In light of Remark III.1, the replacement
policy is:
B.1 If  z ì höK , replace the LRU page in z ì  .
B.2 If  z ì hßK , replace the LRU page in z ì  .
B.3 If  z ì    and the missed page is in  Jì 
(resp. Ý ì  ), replace the LRU page in z ì 
(resp. z ì  ).
The last replacement decision is somewhat arbitrary,
and can be made differently if desired. The subroutine
REPLACE in Figure 4 is consistent with B.1–B.3.
B. The Policy
We now introduce an adaptive replacement policy

ARC ^j0b in the class ^jb . At any time, the behavior of
the policy ARC is completely described once a certain
adaptation parameter ©ø÷ pJù is known. For a given
value of  , ARC will behave exactly like FRC . But,
ARC differs from FRC in that it does not use a single
fixed value for the parameter  over the entire workload.
The policy ARC continuously adapts and tunes  in
response to an observed workload.
Let zYú ã ñ , qú ã ñ , z{ ú ã ñ , and t ú ã ñ denote a dynamic
partition of
and  corresponding to ARC. For
brevity, we will write z íèz{ú ã ñ , z}_íûzY ú ã ñ , 
í
 ú ã ñ , and ÝÝí  ú ã ñ .
The policy ARC dynamically decides, in response
to an observed workload, which item to replace at any
given time. Specifically, in light of Remark III.1, on a
cache miss, ARC adaptively decides whether to replace
the LRU page in z or to replace the LRU page in z
depending upon the value of the adaptation parameter 
at that time. The intuition behind the parameter  is that
it is the target size for the list z . When  is close to
 (resp.  ), the algorithm can be thought of as favoring
).
 (resp.
We now exhibit the complete policy ARC in Figure 4.
If the two “A DAPTATION” steps are removed, and the
parameter  is a priori fixed to a given value, then the
resulting algorithm is exactly FRC .
The algorithm in Figure 4 also implicitly simulates
 z  
the lists
and   z}  Ý . The lists
and  obtained in these fashion are identical to the lists
in Figure 1. Specifically, Cases I, II, and III in Figure 4
correspond to Case I in Figure 1. Similarly, Case IV in
Figure 4 corresponds to Case II in Figure 1.
C. Learning
The policy continually revises the parameter  . The
fundamental intuition behind learning is the following:
if there is a hit in  then we should increase the size of
z , and if there is a hit in ü then we should increase
the size of z} . Hence, on a hit in  , we increase 
which is the target size of z , and on a hit in ü , we
decrease  . When we increase (resp. decrease)  , we

implicitly decrease (resp. increase) ÝF which is the
target size of z . The precise magnitude of the revision
in  is also very important. The quantities ý and ý
control the magnitude of revision. These quantities are
termed as the learning rates. The learning rates depend
and ü . On a hit in  ,
upon the sizes of the lists 
we increment  by . , if the size of o is at least the
size of ü ; otherwise, we increment  by  Ø$ þ*   . All
increments to  are subject to a cap of  . Thus, smaller
the size of  , the larger the increment. Similarly, On
a hit in ü , we decrement  by . , if the size of ü
is at least the size of  ; otherwise, we decrement
 by    þ* ü, . All decrements to  are subject to a
minimum of  . Thus, smaller the size of Ø , the larger
the decrement. The idea is to “invest” in the list that is
performing the best. The compound effect of a number
of such small increments and decrements to  is quite
profound as we will demonstrate in the next section.
We can roughly think of the learning rule as inducing
a “random walk” on the parameter  .
Observe that ARC never becomes complacent and
never stops adapting. Thus, if the workload were to
suddenly change from a very stable IRM generated to a
transient SDD generated one or vice versa, then ARC
will track this change and adapt itself accordingly to
exploit the new opportunity. The algorithm continuously
revises how to invest in
and  according to the
recent past.
D. Scan-Resistant
Observe that a totally new page, that is, a page that
is not in   , is always put at the MRU position
in
. From there it gradually makes it way to the
. It never affects  unless it is
LRU position in
used once again before it is evicted from . Hence, a
long sequence of one-time-only reads will pass through
without flushing out possibly important pages in
 . In this sense, ARC is scan-resistant; it will only
flush out pages in z and never flush out pages in z .
Furthermore, when a scan begins, arguably, less hits will
be encountered in o compared to   , and, hence, by
the effect of the learning law, the list z will grow at
the expense of the list z . This further accentuates the
resistance of ARC to scans.
E. Extra History
In addition to the  pages in the cache, the algorithm ARC remembers  recently evicted pages. An
interesting question is whether we can incorporate more
history information in ARC to further improve it. Let us
suppose that we are allowed to remember ÿ extra pages.
We now demonstrate how to carry out this step. Define
a LRU list that contains pages that are discarded from
the list
in Case IV(A) of the algorithm in Figure 4.


ARC : 

I NPUT: The request stream E¡J¢~£¢JJJJ¢~h¤¢JRJ .
and set the LRU lists Ú¡ , Ü\¡ , Ú'£ , and ÜU£ to empty.
I NITIALIZATION : Set t¦



For every «¬ª and any h¤ , one and only one of the following four cases must occur.


Case I: h¤ is in Ú}¡ or Ú'£ . A cache hit has occurred in ARC : and DBL :J .
Move h¤ to MRU position in Ú'£ .


Case II: h¤ is in Ü{¡ . A cache miss (resp. hit) has occurred in ARC J:  (resp. DBL : ).

   

A DAPTATION : Update t¦

°



¡¢~:





where ¡¦

¯

Ü£







¯ ,¯

Ü\¡

¯
¯
¯
¯
if Ü\¡ ¬ Ü£
otherwise 
¯

REPLACE h¤¢  . Move ¤ from Ü\¡ to the MRU position in ÚE£ (also fetch ¤ to the cache).


Case III: h¤ is in ÜU£ . A cache miss (resp. hit) has occurred in ARC :  (resp. DBL : ).

  

A DAPTATION : Update q¦






where £S¦

£0¢


¯

Ü{¡



¯ ,¯

ÜU£

¯

¯
¯
¯
¯
if ÜU£ ¬ Ü{¡
otherwise 

REPLACE h¤¢  . Move ¤ from ÜU£ to the MRU position in ÚE£ (also fetch ¤ to the cache).


Case IV: h¤ is not in Ú}¡ Þ Ü{¡ Þ Ú'£ Þ ÜU£ . A cache miss has occurred in ARC :  and DBL :J .



Case A: §¡¦Ú}¡ Þ Ü{¡ has exactly : pages.
¯ ¯
: )
If Ú}¡

Delete LRU page in Ü\¡ . REPLACE ¤~¢  .
else
Here Ü\¡ is empty. Delete LRU page in Ú¡ (also remove it from the cache).
endif
Case B: §S¡¦Ú}¡ Þ Ü{¡ has less than : pages.
¯ ¯J°ª¯ ¯J°ª¯
¯J°f¯
¯
If Ú}¡
Ú'£
Ü{¡
Ü£ ¬>: ) ¯ ¯J°ª¯ ¯J°ª¯
¯J°ª¯
¯
Ú'£
Ü\¡
ÜU£ ¦
:  .
Delete LRU page in ÜU£ , if Ú}¡
REPLACE h¤¢  .
endif
Finally, fetch h¤ to the cache and move it to MRU position in Ú ¡ .








Subroutine REPLACE ¤ ¢ 
¯ ¯
¯
If ( ( Ú}¡ is not empty) and ( ( Ú}¡
Delete the LRU page in Ú¡
else
Delete the LRU page in ÚE£
endif
¯





¯ ¯
exceeds the target ) or (¤ is in ÜU£ and Ú}¡ ¦
)) )
(also remove it from the cache), and move it to MRU position in Üü¡ .

(also remove it from the cache), and move it to MRU position in Ü{£ .

Fig. 4. Algorithm for Adaptive Replacement Cache. This algorithm is completely self-contained, and can directly be used as a
basis for an implementation. No tunable parameters are needed as input to the algorithm. We start from an empty cache and an
empty cache directory. ARC corresponds to Ú ¡ Þ Ú'£ and DBL corresponds to Ú¡ Þ Ú'£ Þ Ü\¡ Þ Ü£ .

Pages that are discarded from the list  are not put
on the
list. The list
will have a variable timedependent size. At any time, is the longest list such
that (a)   ºÿ and (b) the least recent page in
is
more recent than the least recent page in the list  .
The list is related to the LIRS stack in [21].
The
list can be constructed and used as follows.
Whenever the LRU page of
is discarded in Case
IV(A) of the Figure 4, make the discarded page the
MRU page in the list . Discard the LRU page in ,
if  tqö ÿ . Now, whenever the LRU page of  is

discarded in Case IV(B) of the Figure 4, ensure that the
least recent page in is more recent than the new least
recent page in the list  ; otherwise, discard pages in
the list until this condition is satisfied. This latter step
may have to discard arbitrarily large number of pages
from , and, hence the resulting algorithm is constanttime in an expected sense only. Finally, on a hit in the
list , move the hit page to the top of the list  . No
adaptation takes place on a hit in . We refer to the
resulting algorithm as ARC ^j"pRÿb . In our experiments,
we will focus on ARC ^b = ARC ^yp,b .

V. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
A. Traces
Table III summarizes various traces that we used
in this paper. These traces capture disk accesses by
databases, web servers, NT workstations, and a synthetic benchmark for storage controllers. All traces
have been filtered by up-stream caches, and, hence, are
representative of workloads seen by storage controllers,
disks, or RAID controllers.
Trace Name
OLTP
P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6
P7
P8
P9
P10
P11
P12
P13
P14
ConCat
Merge(P)
DS1
SPC1 like
S1
S2
S3
Merge (S)

Number of Requests
914145
32055473
12729495
3912296
19776090
22937097
12672123
14521148
42243785
10533489
33400528
141528425
13208930
15629738
114990968
490139585
490139585
43704979
41351279
3995316
17253074
16407702
37656092

Unique Pages
186880
2311485
913347
762543
5146832
3403835
773770
1619941
977545
1369543
5679543
4579339
3153310
2497353
13814927
47003313
47003313
10516352
6050363
1309698
1693344
1689882
4692924

consider three traces S1, S2, and S3 that were disk
read accesses initiated by a large commercial search
engine in response to various web search requests. The
trace S1 was captured over a period of an hour, S2 was
captured over roughly four hours, and S3 was captured
over roughly six hours. The page size for these traces
was & KBytes. The trace Merge(S) was obtained by
merging the traces S1–S3 using time stamps on each of
the requests.
For all traces, we only considered the read requests.
All hit ratios reported in this paper are cold start. We
will report hit ratios in percentages ( # ).
B. OLTP
For this well-studied trace, in Table IV, we compare
ARC to a number of algorithms. The tunable parameters
for FBR and LIRS were set as in their original papers.
The tunable parameters for LRU-2, 2Q, and LRFU
were selected in an offline fashion by trying different
parameters and selecting the best result for each cache
size. The parameter a=cw zY=Glw of MQ was dynamically
estimated, and the history size was set to the cache
size resulting in a space overhead comparable to ARC.
The algorithm ARC is self-tuning, and requires no
user-specified parameters. It can be seen that ARC
outperforms all online algorithms, and is comparable
to offline algorithms LRU-2, 2Q, and LRFU. The LFU,
FBR, LRU-2, 2Q, LRFU, and MIN numbers are exactly
the same as those reported in [23].

TABLE III. A summary of various traces used in this paper.

Number of unique pages in a trace is termed its “footprint”.

The trace OLTP has been used in [18], [20], [23]. It
contains references to a CODASYL database for a onehour period. The traces P1–P14 were collected from
workstations running Windows NT by using Vtrace
which captures disk operations through the use of device
filters. The traces were gathered over several months,
see [29]. The page size for these traces was !. % bytes.
The trace ConCat was obtained by concatenating the
traces P1–P14. Similarly, the trace Merge(P) was obtained by merging the traces P1–P14 using time stamps
on each of the requests. The idea was to synthesize a
trace that may resemble a workload seen by a small
storage controller. The trace DS1 was taken off a
database server running at a commercial site running
an ERP application on top of a commercial database.
The trace is seven days long, see [30]. We captured a
trace of the SPC1 like synthetic benchmark that contains
long sequential scans in addition to random accesses.
For precise description of the mathematical algorithms
used to generate the benchmark, see [31], [32], [33].
The page size for this trace was & KBytes. Finally, we

C. Two Traces: P8 and P12
For two traces P8 and P12, in Table V, we display a
comparison of hit ratios achieved by ARC with those
of LRU, 2Q, LRU-2, LRFU, and LIRS. The tunable
parameters for 2Q, LRU-2, LRFU, and LIRS were
selected in an offline fashion by trying different parameters and selecting the best result for each trace and
each cache size. It can be seen that ARC outperforms
LRU and performs close to 2Q, LRU-2, LRFU, and
LIRS even when these algorithms use the best offline
parameters. While, for brevity, we have exhibited results
on only two traces, the same general results continue to
hold for all the traces that we examined .



D. ARC and 2Q
In Table V, we compared ARC with 2Q where
the latter used the best fixed, offline choice of its
tunable parameter <>=G? . In Table VI, we compare ARC
to 2Q where the latter is also online and is forced
to use “reasonable” values of its tunable parameters,
specifically, <>=@?   ) and <>ACBED  * ! [20]. It can
be seen that ARC outperforms 2Q.

c

LRU

ARC

1000
2000
5000
10000
15000

32.83
42.47
53.65
60.70
64.63

38.93
46.08
55.25
61.87
65.40

FBR
LFU
ONLINE
36.96 27.98
43.98 35.21
53.53 44.76
62.32 52.15
65.66 56.22

OLTP
LIRS

MQ

LRU-2

34.80
42.51
47.14
60.35
63.99

37.86
44.10
54.39
61.08
64.81

39.30
45.82
54.78
62.42
65.22

2Q
LRFU
OFFLINE
40.48
40.52
46.53
46.11
55.70
56.73
62.58
63.54
65.82
67.06

MIN
53.61
60.40
68.27
73.02
75.13

TABLE IV. A comparison of ARC hit ratios with those of various cache algorithms on the OLTP trace. All hit ratios are reported
as percentages. It can be seen that ARC outperforms LRU, LFU, FBR, LIRS, and MQ and performs as well as LRU-2, 2Q,
and LRFU even when these algorithms use the best offline parameters.
P8
c

LRU

1024
2048
4096
8192
16384
32768
65536
131072
262144
524288

0.35
0.45
0.73
2.30
7.37
17.18
36.10
62.10
89.26
96.77

c

LRU

1024
2048
4096
8192
16384
32768
65536
131072
262144
524288

4.09
4.84
5.61
6.22
7.09
8.93
14.43
29.21
49.11
60.91

MQ
ONLINE
0.35
0.45
0.81
2.82
9.44
25.75
48.26
69.70
89.67
96.83

ARC

2Q

1.22
2.43
5.28
9.19
16.48
27.51
43.42
66.35
89.28
97.30

0.94
2.27
5.13
10.27
18.78
31.33
47.61
69.45
88.92
96.16

LRU-2
LRFU
OFFLINE
1.63
0.69
3.01
2.18
5.50
3.53
9.87
7.58
17.18
14.83
28.86
28.37
45.77
46.72
67.56
66.60
89.59
90.32
97.22
97.38

LIRS
0.79
1.71
3.60
7.67
15.26
27.29
45.36
69.65
89.78
97.21

P12
MQ
ONLINE
4.08
4.83
5.61
6.23
7.11
9.56
20.82
35.76
51.56
61.35

ARC

2Q

4.16
4.89
5.76
7.14
10.12
15.94
26.09
38.68
53.47
63.56

4.13
4.89
5.76
7.52
11.05
16.89
27.46
41.09
53.31
61.64

LRU-2
LRFU
OFFLINE
4.07
4.09
4.83
4.84
5.81
5.61
7.54
7.29
10.67
11.01
16.36
16.35
25.79
25.35
39.58
39.78
53.43
54.56
63.15
63.13

LIRS
4.08
4.83
5.61
6.61
9.29
15.15
25.65
40.37
53.65
63.89

TABLE V. A comparison of ARC hit ratios with those of various cache algorithms on the traces P8 and P12. All hit ratios are
reported in percentages. It can be seen that ARC outperforms LRU and performs close to 2Q, LRU-2, LRFU, and LIRS even
when these algorithms use the best offline parameters. On the trace P8, ARC outperforms MQ for some cache sizes, while MQ
outperforms ARC for some cache sizes. On the trace P12, ARC uniformly outperforms MQ.

E. ARC and MQ
It can be seen from Table V that, for the trace P8,
ARC outperforms MQ for some cache sizes, while MQ
outperforms ARC for some cache sizes. Furthermore, it
can be seen that ARC uniformly outperforms MQ, for
the trace P12.
The workloads SPC1 and Merge(S) both represent
requests to a storage controller. In Table VI, we compare
hit ratios of LRU, MQ, and ARC for these workloads.
It can be seen that MQ outperforms LRU, while ARC
outperforms both MQ and LRU. These results are
quite surprising since the algorithm MQ is designed
especially for storage servers.
We will show in Figure 7 that ARC can quickly track
an evolving workload, namely, P4, that fluctuates from

one extreme of recency to the other of frequency. For
the trace P4, in Table VII, we compare hit ratios of
LRU, MQ, and ARC. It can be clearly seen that ARC
outperforms the other two algorithms. LRU is designed
for recency while MQ is designed for workloads with
stable temporal distance distributions, and, hence, by
design, neither can meaningfully track this workload.
Taken together, Tables V, VI and VII imply that
ARC is likely to be effective under a wider range of
workloads than MQ. Also, while both have constanttime complexity, ARC has a smaller constant, and,
hence, less overhead. Finally, adaptation in ARC requires tuning a single scalar, while adaptation in MQ
requires maintaining a histogram of observed temporal
distances.
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A plot of hit ratios (in percentages) achieved by ARC and LRU. Both the - and -axes use logarithmic scale.
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A plot of hit ratios (in percentages) achieved by ARC and LRU. Both the - and -axes use logarithmic scale.

SPC1 like
MQ
2Q
ONLINE
0.37
0.37
0.66
0.78
0.77
1.31
1.63
1.65
2.59
3.66
3.72
6.34
9.19 14.96 17.88

LRU

c
65536
131072
262144
524288
1048576

Merge(S)
MQ
2Q
ONLINE
0.20
0.20
0.73
0.40
0.40
1.47
0.79
0.79
2.85
1.59
1.59
5.52
3.23
4.04 10.36
8.06 14.89 18.89
27.62 40.13 35.39
50.86 56.49 53.19
68.68 70.45 67.36
87.30 87.29 86.22

0.82
1.62
3.23
7.56
20.00

LRU

c
16384
32768
65536
131072
262144
524288
1048576
1572864
2097152
4194304

ARC
1.04
2.08
4.07
7.78
14.30
24.34
40.44
57.19
71.41
87.26

TABLE VI. A comparison of hit ratios of LRU, MQ, 2Q, and
ARC on the traces SPC1 like and Merge(S). All hit ratios
are reported in percentages. The algorithm 2Q is forced to
use “reasonable” values of its tunable parameters, specifically,

¦
 : and
«®¦
 ;]: . The page size is KBytes for
both traces. The largest cache simulated for SPC1 like was
GBytes and that for Merge(S) was  GBytes.

!#"

!$&%

'

(

c
1024
2048
4096
8192
16384
32768
65536
131072
262144
524288

P4
LRU
MQ
ONLINE
2.68
2.67
2.97
2.96
3.32
3.31
3.65
3.65
4.07
4.08
5.24
5.21
10.76 12.24
21.43 24.54
37.28 38.97
48.19 49.65

Workload

c

P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6
P7
P8
P9
P10
P11
P12
P13
P14
ConCat
Merge(P)
DS1
SPC1
S1
S2
S3
Merge(S)

32768
32768
32768
32768
32768
32768
32768
32768
32768
32768
32768
32768
32768
32768
32768
262144
2097152
1048576
524288
524288
524288
1048576

ARC

'

ARC
2.69
2.98
3.50
4.17
5.77
11.24
18.53
27.42
40.18
53.37

TABLE VII. A comparison of hit ratios of LRU, MQ, and ARC

on the trace P4. All hit ratios are reported as percentages. It
can be seen that ARC outperforms the other two algorithms.

F. ARC and LRU
We now focus on LRU which is the single most
widely used cache replacement policy. For all the traces
listed in Section V-A, we now plot the hit ratio of
ARC versus LRU in Figures 5 and 6. The traces P4,
P8, P12, SPC1 like, and Merge(S) are not plotted since
they have been discussed in various tables. The traces
S1 and S2 are not plotted since their results are virtually
identical to S3 and Merge(S). The traces P11, P13, and
P14 are not plotted for space consideration; for these
traces, ARC was uniformly better than LRU. It can be
clearly seen that ARC substantially outperforms LRU
on virtually all the traces and for all cache sizes. In

space
MB
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
128
1024
4096
2048
2048
2048
4096

LRU

ARC

16.55
18.47
3.57
5.24
6.73
4.24
3.45
17.18
8.28
2.48
20.92
8.93
7.83
15.73
14.38
38.05
11.65
9.19
23.71
25.91
25.26
27.62

28.26
27.38
17.12
11.24
14.27
23.84
13.77
27.51
19.73
9.46
26.48
15.94
16.60
20.52
21.67
39.91
22.52
20.00
33.43
40.68
40.44
40.44

FRC
OFFLINE
29.39
27.61
17.60
9.11
14.29
22.62
14.01
28.92
20.28
9.63
26.57
15.97
16.81
20.55
21.63
39.40
18.72
20.11
34.00
40.57
40.29
40.18

TABLE VIII. At-a-glance comparison of hit ratios of LRU
and ARC for various workloads. All hit ratios are reported
in percentages. It can be seen that ARC outperforms LRU–
sometimes quite dramatically. Also, ARC which is online
performs very close to FRC with the best fixed, offline choice
of the parameter .



Table VIII, we present an at-a-glance comparison of
ARC with LRU for all the traces–where for each trace
we selected a practically relevant cache size. The trace
SPC1 contains long sequential scans interspersed with
random requests. It can be seen that even for this trace
ARC, due to its scan-resistance, continues to outperform
LRU.
G. ARC is Self-Tuning and Empirically Universal
We now present the most surprising and intriguing
of our results. In Table VIII, it can be seen that ARC,
which tunes itself, performs as well as (and sometimes
even better than) the policy FRC with the best fixed,
offline selection of the parameter  . This result holds
for all the traces. In this sense, ARC is empirically
universal.
It can be seen in Table VIII that ARC can sometimes
outperform offline optimal FRC . This happens, for
example, for the trace P4. For this trace, Figure 7 shows
that the parameter  fluctuates over its entire range.
Since ARC is adaptive, it tracks the variation in the
workload by dynamically tuning  . In contrast, FRC
must use a single, fixed choice of  throughout the
entire workload; the offline optimal value was   /.0 .
Hence, the performance benefit of ARC.
On the other hand, ARC can also be slightly worse
than offline optimal FRC . This happens, for example,
for the trace P8. Throughout this trace, ARC maintains a

P4

very small value of the parameter  , that is, it favors frequency over the entire workload. In this case, arguably,
there exists a small range of optimal parameters. Now,
due to its constant adaptation, ARC will never lock into
a single, fixed parameter, but rather keeps fluctuating
around the optimal choice. This fluctuations cost ARC
slightly over offline optimal FRC –in terms of the hit
ratio. Hence, for stable workloads, we expect ARC to be
slightly worse than offline optimal FRC . Nonetheless,
the latter is a theoretical construct that is not available
in practice. Moreover, even for stable workloads, the
value of best fixed, offline parameter  depends on the
workload and the cache size. The policy ARC provides
a reasonable, online approximation to offline optimal
FRC without requiring any a priori workload-specific
or cache size-specific tuning.

32768

Target Size for List T

1

24578

8192

0

VI. C ONCLUSIONS
We have reviewed various recent cache replacement
algorithms, namely, LRU-2, 2Q, LRFU, LIRS. Performance of these algorithms depends crucially on their respective tunable parameters. Hence, no single universal
rule of thumb can be used to a priori select the tunables
of these algorithms. In addition, we have demonstrated
that the computational overhead of LRU-2 and LRFU
makes them practically less attractive.
We have presented a new cache replacement policy
ARC that is online and self-tuning. We have empirically
demonstrated that ARC adapts to a given workload
dynamically. We have empirically demonstrated that
ARC performs as well as (and sometimes even better
than) FRC with the best offline choice of the parameter

2000000

6000000

10000000

14000000

19776090

Virtual Time (Request Number)

H. A Closer Examination of Adaptation in ARC
We now study the adaptation parameter  more
closely. For the trace P4 and for cache size   )$%,y,+
pages, in Figure 7, we plot the parameter  versus the
virtual time (or the number of requests). When  is close
to zero, ARC can be thought of as emphasizing the
contents of the list  , and, when  is close to the cache
size, )$%,y,+ , ARC can be thought of as emphasizing the
contents of the list
. It can be seen that the parameter  keeps fluctuating between these two extremes.
Also, it can be seen that it touches both the extremes.
As a result, ARC continually adapts and reconfigures
itself. Quite dramatically, the policy ARC can fluctuate
from frequency to recency and then back all within
a single workload. Moreover, such fluctuations may
occur as many times as dictated by the nature of the
workload without any a priori knowledge or offline
tuning. Poetically, at any time,  dances to the tune
being played by the workload. It is this continuous,
unrelenting adaptation in response to the changing and
evolving workload that allows ARC to outperform LRU.

16384



A plot of the adaptation parameter (the target size
for list Ú}¡ C) versus the virtual time for the trace P4. The cache
size was
pages. The page size was ;" bytes.
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for each workload and cache size. Similarly, we
have also shown that ARC which is online performs
as well as LRU-2, 2Q, LRFU, and LIRS–even when
these algorithms use the best offline values for their
respective tuning parameters. We have demonstrated
that ARC outperforms 2Q when the latter is forced to
be online and use “reasonable” values of its tunable
parameters. We have demonstrated that performance
of ARC is comparable to and often better than MQ
even in the specific domain for which the latter was
designed. Moreover, in contrast to MQ, we have shown
that ARC is robust for a wider range of workloads
and has less overhead. We have demonstrated that
ARC has overhead comparable to that of LRU, and,
hence, is a low overhead policy. We have argued that
ARC is scan-resistant. Finally, and most importantly, we
have shown that ARC substantially outperforms LRU
virtually uniformly across numerous different workloads
and at various different cache sizes.
Our results show that there is considerable room for
performance improvement in modern caches by using
adaptation in cache replacement policy. We hope that
ARC will be seriously considered by cache designers
as a suitable alternative to LRU.
E NDNOTES
1. Our use of universal is motivated by a similar use
in data compression [11] where a coding scheme is
termed universal if–even without any knowledge of
the source that generated the string–it asymptotically
compresses a given string as well as a coding scheme
that knows the statistics of the generating source.

2. We use the legally correct term “SPC1 like”, since,
as per the benchmark specification, to use the term
“SPC1” we must also quote other performance numbers
that are not of interest here.
3. Due to extremely large overhead and numerical
instabilities, we were not able to simulate LRFU and
LRU-2 for larger traces such as ConCat and Merge(P)
and for larger cache sizes beyond !h. % MBytes.
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